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Lecturer:  Carol Horvitz  
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Description:  The aim of the course is to give the students the conceptual, mathematical and 

computer tools necessary for determining population growth rates of structured populations 

and to analyze which components of the life history have the largest effect on population 

growth rate.  Structured populations refers to populations in which survival, growth and 

reproduction probabilities are not uniform for all members of a population, but rather depend 

upon subdividing a population into classes, such as age, or stage.  Understanding what 

influences population growth rate is significant for ecological issues such as conservation of 

endangered species, control of exotic species and persistence of species in certain habitats.  It 

is also crucial for such evolutionary ecological issues such as life-history evolution and plant 

animal interactions. 

 

Course philosophy: The only way to learn math is to do it.  Each student should keep a 

notebook that reflects the learning process. The homework exercises and the student 

presentations of them on the following day are the most important activities of the course. 

Each student should be sincerely engaged in attempting to do the exercises.   

Misunderstanding and mistakes will be part of the process and these should also be reflected 

in the presentations of the exercises.  If a student could not get all the way through a problem, 

she/he should be prepared to say where the block occurred.  The student presentation 

sessions should be viewed as a workshop session rather than a showcase. Background and 

previous experiences will surely vary among the students and it is expected that students will 

share their knowledge and skills with one another.  It is hoped that each student will progress 

with respect to her/his own starting point.  

 

Pre-requisites: Introduction to ecology or population biology. 



Course Outline: 

 

Monday, May 5, 2008 

 

Lecture 1. Representing the dynamics of structured populations by a matrix or by a life 

cycle graph. 

        

 Computer Lab. 

  Introduction to MATLAB. 

  Matrix projection. (mat1project) 

  Invent your organism (this creature will stay with you for 2 weeks). 

   

  

 

Tuesday, May 6, 2008 

  

Lecture 2. Population growth rate, stable stage distribution, and reproductive values: 

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 

Student presentations of homework 

 

 Computer Lab. 

  Eigenvalues, eigenvectors and the projection equation (mat2valvecs). 

  Powers of real and complex eigenvalues. 

  Transient vs. asymptotic dynamics. 

  Apply analytical techniques to your invented organism. 

   

 

        

Wednesday, May 7, 2008 

  

Lecture 3.  What influences population growth rate? Sensitivity (prospective), elasticity 

(prospective) and the product of sensitivity with variability (retrospective) 

(LTRE’s). 

        Student presentations of homework 

  

 Computer Lab. 

  Proportional vs. linear perturbation (mat3prosretr). 

  Perturbation “experiments” within single environments. 

  Sensitivity and elasticity matrices for single environments. 

  Retrospective analysis across several environmental states. 

  Gradient analysis and regression designs 

  Invent variants  (habitats, plots or treatments) for your invented organism. 

   



 

Thursday, May 8, 2008 

 

 Lecture 4.  Stochastic environments: probability distributions  

 Student presentations of homework 

 

 

 Computer Lab. 

  Stochastic environmental variation: uniform probability distribution. (sev1uni)

   Stochastic environmental variation: normal probability distribution (sev2norm) 

  Stochastic environmental variation: discrete probability distribution (sev3disc). 

  Stochastic environmental variation: Markov probability distribution 

 (sev4markov). 

 

Friday, May 9, 2008 

 

 Lecture 5.  Disturbance mosaics: space, time and population growth in variable 

    environments. 

 Student presentations of homework 

 

 Computer Lab. 

  Kronecker products and the Megamatrix (mat4mega) 

  Megamatrix population growth rate and what influences it. 

  Invent a disturbance mosaic for your invented organism. 

   

Saturday and Sunday May 10, 11 2008 

 

 To be arranged.  Possible activities: field trip, field techniques, workshop on  

 going from field data to matrix model 

 

Monday, May, 12, 2008 

 

 Lecture 6: Stochastic demography: New sensitivities: means, variances and  

    environment-specific rates     

 Lecture 7.  (Seminar) “Hurricanes, seed-predators and habitat-stage elasticity:  

  global patterns with local consequences” 

 Student presentations of homework. 

  

        Computer Lab. 

  Stochastic sequence and sample paths (mat5stochseq) 

  Stochastic population growth rate and what influences it. 

  Investigate changing a biological or environmental feature 

 of your invented organism in its invented disturbance mosaic.  



 

    

Tuesday, May 13, 2008 

 Lecture 8.  Introduction to spatial ecology of structured populations. 

 Lecture 9.  (Seminar) Rate of spread of a population: sensitivity of wave speed to 

   different reproductive modes in an ant-dispersed plant:  

 Student presentations of homework. 

 

 Computer Lab. 

   Combining demography and dispersal.(mat6wavespeed) 

   Invent a dispersal kernel for your invented organism and analyze its  

   movement across space. 

 

 

 

Wednesday, May 14, 2008. 

  Lecture 10. Integral projection models: introduction and construction 

  Student presentations of homework. 

 

 Computer Lab. (using R). 

   Construction: Growth, survival and fertility statistical models. 

   Analysis: growth rate, stable stage distribution, reproductive value, 

    sensitivity, elasticity and more… 

 

Thursday, May 15, 2008. 

 Lecture 11. Integral projection models: numerical analysis 

 Student presentations of homework. 

 

 Final projects and presentations. 

 

NOTE:  Code will be available to be downloaded from a website. 
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